Class Syllabus
Korean: 외국인을 위한 한국문학
Subject
English : Introduction of Korean Literature for Foreigners
Credit &
Hours/Time

3 credits (3 hours)

Class targets

Exchange students (Level 2)

Basic and useful information about Korean Literature that is essential in daily life in
Class Summary Korea, using the knowledge of vocabulary and grammar learned in Reading Korean
(Level 2) as a foundation.

Class Purpose

The purpose of this class is to develop an overall understanding and appreciation
for Korea's culture, arts and literature based on basic investigation and observation.
This will demonstrate that Korean language can be learned not only in class but
also through an understanding of the ideas and thoughts found in Korean literature
written by the Koreans.

Class Goal

The goals of this class are to be able to develop the necessary basic conversational
skills to communicate with Koreans, to have knowledge of the characteristics of
Korean lifestyles and to understand and appreciate Korea's culture and arts with an
emphasis on literature.

Class Attributes

Based on the materials and content given and explained in class, presentations and
debates will be carried out.

Grade System

Midterms (30%)

Finals ( 50%)

Attendance( 10%)

Homework ( 10%)

1. Prepare for lessons well and review the content thoroughly to understand and
remember lessons and things learned in class
2. Avoid being late or missing class and diligently attend the classes, submitting
Important Notes
important papers and/or assignments on time
3. If there are group activities, work hard and well with team members to ensure a
good presentation and a good relationship with the people you work with
Expectations/
Effectiveness

Student will be able to grasp basic works of literature and have an understanding
about Korea and its people.
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